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INTRODUCTION
Mastitis is a widely spread bacterial infection of the mammary gland in
Dairy. Most common pathogens, causing mastitis are Staphylococcus
aureus (Sta aureus) and Streptococcus agalactiae (Str agalactiae). It causes



deterioration of milk quality and about 25% reproduction losses.

Near Infrared Spectroscopy has been established as a method for
analyzing the ingredients in dairy products and has been demonstrated
as a sensitive method for mastitis diagnosis (1,2).

Wavelet transform (WT) gives local frequency information and involves
studying certain phenomena at different scales (3). WT has been used
(4,5) as a tool for further NIR spectral data mining and early mastitis
diagnosis based on raw milk spectra.

The purpose of this investigation was to localize the changes in milk
spectra caused by main types of pacterla that cause mastitis, using
NIRS and WT. .

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Samples: Milk samples .with no bacteria and milk samples with different
concentration of Sta aureus and Str agalactiae (concentration from 101

to 1010 CFU/ml), repectively.

Near Infrared Spectra: NIRSystem 6500 (FOSS NIRSystem, Silver Spring,
MD, USA), transmittance, 1mm sample thickness, 1100 to 2500nm.



Spectral Data Treatment:
- Second Derivative, based on Savitzki-Golay polinomial filter (Pirouette

2.0, Infometrics, Inc., Woodinville, WA, USA)
- Wavelet Transform (Mathematica's Wavelet Explorer software package
(Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, Illinois, USA): Exponentially
decaying discrete Battle-Lemarie tz-tap wavelet [2]. The wavelet
frequency bands (scales) were defined as multiresolution scale from 1
to 6, where:
VLF (very low frequency) scales 1 and 2 were in the range of 128...256
nm and 64...128nm, respectively;
LF (low frequency) scales 3 and 4 were in the range of 32...64 nm and
16...32 nm, respectively; . .,
HF (high frequency) scale 5 and 6 were in the range of 8 ...16 nm and
4 ...8 nm, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectra of all samples were transformed as second derivative and
examined. Slight differences (order of 10.5 ) in second derivative spectra
of milk with no bacteria and milk with Sta aureus and Str agalactiae were
found at 1158nm, from 1610 to 1750nm, at 1780nm, between 1960
2050nm, at 2174nm and between 2210-2400nm, for Sta aureus, and



around 1988nm, 2100nm, and 2374nm, for Str agalactiae, but they were
even smaller compared to differences, observed with Sta aureus.
The discrete wavelet multiresolution decomposition that we used
allowed even better bacteria identification based on NIR spectra. While
the second derivative feature extraction technique could be described
as a single-band high-pass filtering operation with output depending
upon sampling rate and applied derivation step, our method provides
elaborate multi-band spectral information for feature extraction. The
efficiency of the multiresolution wavelet representation is due to its
pyramidal sampling oHime-frequency space, producing approximation
and detail output signals at every level (termed 'scale') of the
multiresolution pyramid. All the spectral differences found by second
derivative transformation were observed by WT, too (Fig. 1,2). New
information was obtained for both bacteria as follow: for Sta aureus - in
the areas of 1100...1200nm and 1800...1900nm (Fig. 3, 4) and for Str
agalactiae - in the areas of 2200 ...2300nm and 2400 ...2450nm (Fig.5, 6).

CONCLUSIONS

Changes in milk spectrum, elevated by 2 main bacteria types causing
mastitis: Staphilococcus aureus and Streptococcus agalactiae were
found and localized by NIRS.



It has been found that wavelet transform (WT) could be used as a
powerful tool for NIR spectral data mining. In this study WT has been
utilized as a "microscope" to provide more detailed information from a
single NIR spectrum, when compare to second derivative
transformation. It could be used for further investigation not only on
mastitis diagnosis, but also for bacteria identification.
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